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ONE OF THE VILLA COLLECTIVE’S LUXURY DESTINATIONS

T R AV E L

Villa Heaven
It has been called “the luxe version of
Airbnb”, but that hardly does justice to new
villa-rental company The Villa Collective.
The website connects well-heeled travellers
directly with the owners of an ever-growing
collection of hand-picked, luxury villas in
destinations like Marrakech and Corsica,
each with its own local house manager.
From sprawling fincas in Andalucía, Spain,
to gated beachfront villas in Sardinia, Italy,
the collection is beautifully varied but
ruthlessly vetted. villacollective.com

T H E AT R E

Open the Debate
Big-screen actor Douglas Booth makes
his West End debut this spring in Speech
& Debate, a play by Tony Award-winning
writer Stephen Karam, directed by Tom
Attenborough. The dark comedy revolves
around a school sex scandal which forces
Booth’s character, along with two other
misfits (Tony Revolori and Patsy Ferran), to
revive a defunct debate team. Until April 1.
defibrillatortheatre.com
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AUDEMARS PIGUET X CAROLINA BUCCI ROYAL OAK

& OTHER STORIES’ NEW GIFT SHOP RANGE

C O L L A B O R AT I O N

L AUNCH

NEW SEASON

Florentine Fancy

A Gift from Home

DVF’s New Groove

Forty years ago, Audemars Piguet
launched a ladies’ version of its gamechanging Royal Oak watch. Re-imagined
by Jacqueline Dimier, Gérald Genta’s
original 1972 model is one of the most
iconic watch designs of all time, and
has now been given a makeover by
Florentine-born jeweller Carolina Bucci.
The result is a shimmering, sparkling
version of a classic, set to become an icon
in its own right. audemarspiguet.com

It’s now even harder to leave high-end
high street store & Other Stories emptyhanded. The launch of a dedicated
gift shop within each store, and online,
brings the brand’s clean, pretty
minimalism to a beautifully edited
range of presents, from paperweights to
ribbon-tied portfolios. The initial offering
sees a covetable array of giftable goods
in a palette of copper, cream, black and
tricolour hues. stories.com

This season sees the arrival of DVF’s
first collection with Scottish designer
Jonathan Saunders at the helm, and it’s
as fresh and pretty as they come. That
original DVF wrap style is still there, only
now it has been loosened up and given
the Saunders treatment via mismatched
fabrics, asymmetrical lines, contrasting
textiles, and a new, casual insouciance
that’s bound to win the brand a whole
new raft of fans. dvf.com

THE TUTTI TOTE BY INNIS

THE LOVINGS: AN INTIMATE PORTRAIT

LES MERVEILLES EARRINGS BY BOGHOSSIAN

L AUNCH

BOOKS

JEWELLERY

Innis, Innit

We’re Loving It

The Wonders

A new luxury-accessories company is
about to hit the United Kingdom after
quietly launching in Japan, but you
won’t see its wares hanging off every
arm in town. Innis London’s decidedly
ladylike bags and accessories will be
shown at by-invitation-only trunk shows
each season, at which point orders can be
placed for the following season. The red,
white and blue Tutti Tote has already got
tongues wagging. innis.london

The Hollywood version of the story saw
awards nominations for the cast, but the
story of Richard and Mildred Loving is a
real one, based on the Virginia husband
and wife’s fight to end the prohibition
of inter-racial marriage. The Lovings:
An Intimate Portrait is the book version
of the full photo essay taken by Life
magazine photojournalist Grey Villet
in 1965, and evidence of a marriage
that helped change history. papress.com

It has taken four years of trial and error
for high-jewellery house Boghossian
to perfect the stone-setting technique
employed in their new Les Merveilles
collection. Aptly called “The Wonders”
in French, the collection sees precious
stones set 360 degrees around a nearinvisible central frame of metal, creating
the effect of a column of gemstones
clustered together by the force of gravity
alone. boghossianjewels.com
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